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Thank you for purchasing a Haier Product.

Please read these instructions carefully before using this appliance. The instructions con
tain important information which will help you get the best out of the appliance and ensure 
safe and proper installation, use and maintenance.
Keep this manual in a convenient place so you can always refer to it for the safe and proper 
use of the appliance.
If you sell the appliance, give it away, or leave it behind when you move house,  make sure 
you also pass on this manual so that the new owner can become familiar with the applian
-ce and safety warnings.

WARNING: Risk of  material.

able material.

Manufacturer: Qingdao Haier Special Icebox Co., Ltd.
Address            : Haier Garden, Qianwangang Road,Economic
                                 Development Zone, Qingdao 266555, Shandong, P.R.China

www.haier.com.au
www.haier.co.nz
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Ensure that the power cable is not trapped by the fridge.  

ollowing safety 
hints!

WARNING!

Befor rst use
Make sure there is no tr
R kaging and keep out of children´s reach.
Wait at least 2 hours before installing the appliance in order to ens-
ure the refrigerant circuit is full
Handle the appliance always with at least two persons because it is 

Do not c

Installation
The appliance should be placed in a w ted place. Ensure a 
spac round the appliance.
WARNING: Keep  openings in the appliance or in the in-
built structure clear of obstruction.

 place the appliance in a  area or location where it 
ght be splashed with water. Clean and dry water splashes and stains 
with a soft clean cloth.
Do not install the appliance in direct sunlight or in the near of heat sou-
rces (e.g. st s ters).
Install and  the appliance in an area suitable for its size and use.
Make sure that the electrical inf  on the rating plate agr-
ees with the power supply. If it does no  contact an electrician.
The appliance is operated by a 220-240 VAC/50 Hz power supply.

  fuctuation ay cause the appliance to f
or  to the t rature control or c ressor  
an  noise when operating. In such  

ted.
Do no ters and extension cables.
WARNING: Do not locate  portable socket outlets or por-
table power supplies at the rear of the appliance.
WARNING:When positioning the applianc  ensure the supply cord
is not tr
Do not step on the power cable.

Use a separate earthed socket for the power supply which is easy acc-
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Do not store or use   or corr  t
c ty.

WARNING!

 

Do not p ace unsta e artica s ( ea y jects  containers e  ater)
on top of t e fr  to a oi  persona  injury cause  y fa  or ctric
s oc  cause  y contact it  ater.

Do no c
c c i r

Before any oper ir ce fr
Do no c r to pr

syst
  ce in   of a po er interruption or 

 o  at  7 tes fore r   
fr a c ressor.

  c  of f  if a  in  f   ta
 

WARNING: 
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 WARNING!
Do not pull on the door shelves. The door may be pulled slant, the door
shelves           , may be pulled away, or the appliance may topple.
Open and close the door only with the handles. The gap between the
door and the cabinet is very narrow. Do not put your hands in these 
areas to avoid pinching your rs. Open or close the appliance doors
only when there are no children standing within the range of door  mo-
vement.

WARNING: Do not use electrical devices inside the food storage co-
mpartments of the appliance, unless they are of the type recomme-
nded by the manufacturer.
WARNING: The lamps can only be replaced by manufacturer, togeth-
er with a part of the appliance.

:If you are unsure of the refrigerant type check the rating
plate in the unit. 
It is hazardous for anyone other than an Authorized Service Person to
service this appliance. 
In Queensland – the authorized Service Person MUST hold a Gas Work    
Authorization for hydrocarbon refrigerants, to carry out Servicing or
repairs which involve the removal of covers.

WARNING
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 WARNING!

Maintenance / cleaning
Make sure children are supervised if they carry out cleaning and
maintenance.
Disconnect the appliance from the electrical supply before un
dertaking any routine maintenance. Allow at least 7 minutes be
fore restarting the appliance, as frequent starting may damage
the compressor.
Hold the plug, not the cable, when unplugging the appliance.
Do not clean the appliance with hard brushes, wire brushes, de
tergent powder, petrol, amyl acetate, acetone and similar organ
ic solutions, acid or alkaline solutions. Please clean with special
fridge detergent to avoid damage.

sprays, electric heaters like heater, hair dryer, steam cleaners or
other sources of heat in order to avoid damage to the plastic
parts.
WARNING: Do not use mechanical devices or other means to ac
celerate the defrosting process, other than those recommended
by the manufacturer.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manu

avoid a hazard.
Do not try to repair, disassemble or modify the appliance by your
self. In case of repair please contact our customer service.
Eliminate the dust on the back of the unit at least once in the year

7

Do not use water spray or steam to clean the appliance.
Do not clean the cold glass shelves or glass door with hot water.
Sudden temperature change may cause the glass to break.
Disconnect the appliance from the power supply before cleaning.
Before maintenance, deactivate the appliance and disconnect
the mains plug from the mains socket.
Electrical equipment should be serviced only by qualifed electri-
cal experts, because improper repairs can cause considerable
consequential damages. 



 

Refrigerant gas information

   WARNING!

WARNING: When positioning the appliance, ensure the supply 
cord is not trapped or damaged.
WARNING: Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlets or 
portable power supplies at the rear of the appliance.
Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol cans with a 

when installing, handling, serving and recycling the appliance.
Please contact to the service agent to dispose the appliance be

WARNING!

(R600a). Make sure the refrigerant circuit is not damaged during 
transportation or installation. Leaking refrigerant may cause eye 

sources, thoroughly ventilate the room, do not plug or unplug the 
power cords of the appliance or any other appliance. Inform the 
customer service. 
In case of eyes get into contact with the refrigerant, rinse it imme
diately under running water and call immediately the eye specialist.
WARNING: The refrigeration system is under high pressure. Do not 

install, handle and service the appliance strictly according to the in
struction and contact the professional agent or our after-sales ser
vice to dispose of the appliance. 
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Intended use 
This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar app-
plications such as

-
ments;

 - farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residen
tial type environments;

- bed and breakfast type environments;
- catering and similar non-retail applications.
If the appliance is not used for an extended period of time, and

- Take out the food.
- Unplug the power cord.
- Clean the appliance as described above.
- Keep the doors open to prevent the creation of bad odours inside.
T
with this instruction for use.
The details on the most appropriate part in the compartment of

sidering the distribution of temperature that can be present in

of the manual.
To avoid contamination of food, please respect the following in
structions:
-

crease of the temperature in the compartments of the appli
ance.

- Clean regularly surfaces that can come in contact with food and
accessible drainage systems.

t

t

t

you will not use the Holiday function for the fridge;
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- If the refrigerating appliance is left empty for long periods,

Disposal

The  symbol on the pr  or on its packaging indicates that 
this pr  may not be treated as  wast  Instead it shall 
be handed  to the appliacable collection point for the recycling 
of electrical and electronic  By  this pr  is 
disposed of correctly, y  will help pr  potential  con

ces for the ronment and  health, which c
otherwise be  by inappropriate waste handling of this prod

 For more detailed information  recycling of this pr

ce or the shop where y rchased the pr

tact the professional agent or  after-sale ce to dispose of 
the applianc

WARNING!

ocation!

Refrigerants and gases  be disposed of professionall  re 
that the t  of the refrigerant cir  is not damaged before be
ing properly disposed  Disconnect the appliance from the mains 

and drawers as well as the door catch and seals to pr  children 
and pets to get closed in the applianc

s



2.1 Intended Use
“This appliance is intended to be used in household and similar applications such as 

– farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type environments; 
– bed and breakfast type environments;
– catering and similar non-retail applications. 

This appliance is intended for storing fresh food. It has been designed exclusively for use in 
dry interior house-holds. It is not intended for commercial or industrial use.   

ards and loss of warranty claims. 

2.2 Accessories
Check the accessories and literature in accordance with this list: 

User manualWarranty card

Axe coversUpper left
hinge for door 

reversibility

Upper left
hinge cover

2.2
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Top right trim 
    end cover
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1 LED light

2 Air-duct cover

3

4 Fresh storage bins

5 Adjustable feet

6 Adjustable door shelves 

7 Rating plate 

8 Door handle

Glass shelves
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Remove all packaging materials, keep them out of children reach and dispose them 
in an environmentally friendly manner.  
Clean the inside and outside of the appliance with water and a mild detergent before 
putting any food in it. 
After the appliance has been levelled and cleaned, wait for at least 2 hours before 
connecting it to the power supply. See Section INSTALLATION. 
Precool the compartment for 2 hours at high settings before loading with food. 

The appliance is in operation as soon as it is connected to the power supply.
The fridge temperature is automatically set to 4 °C. This is the recommended set 
-ting and the ideal temperature for storing fresh goods. If desired, you can change 
the temperature manually. Please see ADJUSTING THE TEMPERATURE.

  Notice: Presettings

1.The appliance is preset to the recommended temperature of 4  °C.  Under  normal 
ambient condition you don´t need to change the temperature. 

2.When the appliance is switched on after being disconnected from the main power 
supply, it may take up to 12 hours for the correct temperature to be reached.

4.3 Standby-mode of display 

operation. The display locks automatically. It lights up automatically when any key 
 or opening the door.

The function Super Cool helps to cool down the compartment quickly.

4.2

pressing

f



4.5 Display lock and unlock

Automatic locking
The display panel can automatically enter the Lock function. Display is automatically locked 
after 30 seconds without operation.

Manual locking
When the display is unlocked, press “Lock” (F) and hold for 3 seconds, after a beep, “  Lock”

 (f) icon is light, display is locked. When the display is locked, press “Lock " (F) and hold for 3        
   is unlocked.

4 - Use EN
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 Notice: Display lock

When display is locked, functions such as temperature adjustment or function setting are
disabled. When above operation is attempted,  Lock  icon  will  blink  for  3   times  to  remind that
the display is locked.

 

Control panel (Fig. 4)4.4

Display description
a Temperature display icon
b Super Cool icon
c Daily function icon
d Holiday icon
e Auto Set icon
f Lock icon

B Super Cool key Press to enter the Super Cool  mode

C Daily function key Press to enter Daily mode  

D Holiday key Press to enter Holiday mode  

E Auto Set key Press to enter Auto Set mode  

F  Lock key Press and hold for 3 seconds to lock or unlock 

    Key Description

 

A 

B 

C 

D 

G 

E 

a 
b 

c 

d 

e 

f 
F

A Decreasing temperature setting key Press to decrease the temperature

G:    Increasing temperature setting key Press to increase the temperature

  4



4.6 Temperature setting

4.7 Daily function (C)

  Notice: Super Cool

 1.In Super Cool mode, temperature could not be adjusted. If you do so, Super Cool 
 Super Cool mode. 
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℃ ~ 8℃. 
,  

, nters 

ure display icon”(a) 

, 

, 
display” icon(a) will  

n manually , repeat steps 
ly  

4.8 Super Cool function (B)

T e appliance is under t e Daily function as soon as it is connected to t e power supply for t
- e rst time, and t e  Daily  icon (c) li ts up. Only under t is function, t e temperature can 
be  adjusted and set..

4.9 Holiday function (D)

 

”



4.12 Power
This product has a power failure memory function. The working state before power failure is
memorized. After the power is turned on again, the fridge will continue to work according to
the temperature and function status set before power failure. The Lock function is not reme
-mbered. After the fridge is powered on again, it will be unlocked.

 When fridge is kept open for more than 1 minute, beeper will make 3 beeps with interval of 
0.5 second. The beeps will be repeated every 30 seconds if door is kept open. The beeps 
will stop until door is closed or after 7 minutes of door opening. The beeper stops beeping

 
 

4.14 Error indication
it indicates that the fridge is 

faulty. In this situation, the fridge could still cool but user should contact aftersales service as 
soon as possible for optimal control of the fridge.

4 - Use EN
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  Notice: Holiday function 

1. In Holiday mode, temperature could not be adjusted. If you do so, Holiday icon will blink
     for 3 times to remind that the fridge is in Holiday mode.
2. In Holiday mode, if Auto Set, Daily or Super Cool function
     Holiday function automatically exits, and enters Auto Set, Daily or Super Cool function.

  Notice: Auto Set function 

1. In Auto Set mode, temperature could not be adjusted. If you do so, Auto Set icon will 
     blink for 3 times to remind that the fridge is in Auto Set mode.
2. In Auto Set mode, if the Holiday, Daily or Super Cool func
the Auto Set function automatically exits and enters Holiday, Daily or Super Cool function.

When display is unlocked, by touching "Auto Set" (E), the Auto Set icon (e) is light, the fridge
 works in Auto Set function. In Auto Set mode, by touching "Auto Set" (E), the Auto Set icon

Under the Auto Set function, the fridge operates at the 4℃ setting.

4.10 Auto Set function (E)

ly 30 seconds after without
operation. The display locks automatically. It lights up automatically when touching any key 
or opening the door.
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 4.16 Energy saving tips 
Make sure the appliance is properly ventilated (see INSTALLATION).
Do not install the appliance in direct sunlight or in the near of heat sources (e.g. 
stoves, heaters). 
Avoid unnecessarily low temperature in the appliance. The energy consumption in
creases the lower the temperature in the appliance is set. 
Allow warm food to cool down before placing it in the appliance.

Make sure the door always closes correctly and unimpaired by food position. Keep 
door gasket clean. 
Clean the rear of the appliance regularly. Dust increases energy consumption.

5.1 Removable door shelves
The door shelves can be removed for cleaning: 
Place hands on each side of the shelf, lift it upwards (1)
and pull it out (2) (Fig. 5.1). 
In order to insert the door shelf, the above steps are 
carried out in reverse order.

5.2 Glass shelves

edge (1) and pulling it out (2) (Fig. 5.2). 
To reinstall it, put it on the lugs on both sides and 
push it to the most rearward position until the rear 

1

2

1

5.1

5.2

5-Equipment

4-Use

. 



6.1 General

Clean the appliance when only little or no food is stored and unplug the appliance.

6.1
Always keep the door gasket clean.

Clean the inside and housing of the appliance with
a sponge damped in warm water and neutral det-
ergent.

1. Please scrub the interior and exterior of the 
fridge, including door gasket, door shelves,
glass shelves, boxes and so on,with a soft
towel or sponge dipped in warm water (you may add neutral detergent into  the 
warm water).

2. If there is liquid spilled, remove all the contaminated parts, directly rinse with the 
ow water, dry and place it back into the fridge.

3. If there is spilled cream (such as the cream, melting ice cream), please remove

time, then rinse with the ow water, dry and place it back into the fridge.
4. In case some small part or component gets stucked inside of the fridge (bet-

ween shelves or storage bins), use small soft brush to release it. If you could not 
reach the part, please contact Haier service.

all the contaminated parts, put into the warm water with about 40 °C for some

6-Care and Cleaning EN
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6.2 Non-use for a longer period

If the appliance is not used for an extended period of time:
Take out the food.
Unplug the power cord.
Clean the appliance as described above. 
Keep the door and  fridge storage bins  open to prevent the creation of bad odours inside. 

Remove the door of the appliance (open the door and hold it before removing the screws) 
to avoid children entering into the appliance and getting locked in.

  

6.3 Moving the appliance

1. Remove all food and unplug the appliance.
2. Secure shelves and other moveable parts in the fridge with adhesive tape.
3. Close the door and secure it with tape.
4. Do not tilt the fridge more than 45° to avoid damaging the refrigerating system.
5. 

EN 6-Care and Cleaning
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Wrap the feet of the fridge to avoid scra or. Never move the fridge
forcefully.



of a problem please check all shown possibilities and follow below instructions before you 
contact an after sales service. 

 
 The acoustic alarm can be switched of by pressing any button.

7.1 Troubleshooting

Problem Possible Cause Possible Solution

The compressor 
does not work.

Mains plug is not connected in the 
mains socket.  

Connect the mains plug.

The appliance runs 
frequently or for a 
too long period of 
time.

The indoor or outdoor tempera
ture is too high.

for a period of time.

The door of the appliance is not 
tightly closed.

The door has been opened too 
frequently or for too long.
The temperature setting is too low.

The door gasket is dirty, worn, 
cracked or mis-matched.

The required air circulation is not 
guaranteed. 

In this case, it is normal for the 
appliance to run longer.
Normally, it takes 8 to 12 hours 
for the appliance to cool down 
completely.
Close the door and ensure the 
appliance is located on a level 
ground and there is no food or 
container jarring the door. 
Do not open the door too fre
quently. 
Set the temperature higher un
til a satisfactory temperature is 
obtained. It takes 24 hours for 
the temperature to become 
stable. 
Clean the door gasket or re
place them by the customer 
service.
Ensure adequate ventilation.

The appliance 
makes abnormal 
sounds.

The appliance is not located on 
level ground. 
The appliance touches an object 
close to it.
The appliance stands on a wooden 

Level the appliance.

Remove objects around the 

the appliance somewhere else.

The appliance 
makes a clicking 
sound

This is normal. It is caused by the 
refrigeration unit switching on or 

A slight sound is to 
be heard similar to 

ter.

This is normal.

7-Troubleshooting EN
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Problem Possible Cause Possible Solution

The appliance makes a 
motor sound

The refrigeration unit has just 
turned itself on. This is normal

It is not cold enough 
inside the appli
ance.

The temperature is set too high.
Goods that are too warm have 
been stored.
Too much food has been stored at 
a time. 
The goods are too close to each 
other.
The door is not tightly closed. 
The door has been opened too 
frequently or for too long.

Reset the temperature.
Always cool down goods be
fore storing them.
Always store small quantities of 
food. 
Leave a gap between several 

Close the door.
Do not open the door too fre
quently.

It is too cold inside 
e appliance.

The temperature is set too low.
The Super Cool function is ac
tivated or has been running too 
long.

Reset the temperature.

function.

Moisture accumu
lates on the surface 
of the appliance

The climate is too warm and too 
damp.

This is normal in damp climate 
and will change when the hu
midity decreases. Wipe dry with 
a cloth.

The cooling system 
does not work.

Mains plug is not connected to the 
mains socket. 
The power supply is not intact.

Connect the mains plug.

Check the electrical supply to 
the room. Call the local elec
tricity company!

The sides of the 
cabinet and door 
strip get warm.

This is normal.

You hear an alarm 
signal.

The door is open
The temperature inside product is 
too high 

Close the door or silence the 
alarm manually.

EN 7 - Troubleshooting
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to open.
Once

 
the

 
appliance

 
runs, it has

 
an 

internal vacuum. 
Open

 
the

 
door

 
seal

 
gent

l
y

 
to

 
let 

air enter the appliacne.

The door can’t be 
closed properly. It 
always leaves a gap.

Because of the appliances’s low 
temperature, the door seal can 
easily get hard and deformed. 

Use a hair dryer or put a hot 
towel on the spot where the 
gasket is deformed.
When the gasket is soft once 
again, close the door and com
press it tightly.  

Super Cool



7.2 Power Interruption

In the event of a power cut, food should remain safely cold for about 15 hours. Follow 
these tips during a prolonged power interruption, especially in summer:

 Open the door as few times as possible.
 Do not put additional food into the fridge during a power interruption.
 If prior notice of a power interruption is given and the interruption duration is longer 

than 15 hours, make some ice and put it in a container in the top of the fridge com
partment.

 As temperature in the fridge will rise during a power interruption or other failure, 
the storage period and edible quality of food will be reduced. Any food that defrosts 
should be either consumed, or cooked and refrozen (where suitable) soon after
wards in order to prevent health risks. 

  Notice: Memory function during power interruption 

After restoration of power the appliance continues with the settings that were set be
fore the power failure. 

7-Troubleshooting EN
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8.1 Unpacking
Take the appliance out of the packaging.
Remove all packaging materials.

8.2 Environmental conditions

the temperature inside the appliance and its energy consumption. Do not install the appli
ance near other heat-emitting appliances (ovens, refrigerators) without isolation.

Required space to open the door (Fig. 8..1):

Width 
in mm

Depth 
in mm

Distance to wall
in mm

W1 W2 D1 D2 D3 D4

705 1076 602 1243 1327 50

safety reasons, the information of the required ventila
tion cross sections must be observed (Fig. 8.2).

The appliance should be placed on a at and solid sur
face. If the appliance is placed on a pedestal, strong and 

foam packing material as a pedestal.
1. Tilt the appliance slightly backwards (Fig. 8.3).
2. Set the feet to the desired level. 
3. The stability can be checked by alternately bump

ing on the diagonals. The slight swaying should be 
the same in both directions. Otherwise the frame 
can warp; possible leaking door seals are the result. 
A low tendency to the rear eases the closing of the 
door.

W2

D1 D3D2

W1 D4
8.1

5 cm5 cm

5 cm

5 cm

8.2

8.3
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8.3 Space requirements

   8.5 Aligning the appliance 

Ventilation cross-section8
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8.6 Using adjustable feet
If the fridge is unstable, the feet can be adjusted: Ro
tate the adjustable feet according to the direction of 
arrow (Fig. 8.4) to turn them up or down: 

Turning the feet clockwise raises the appliance.
Turning the feet counterclockwise lowers it.

8.7 Waiting time
To the maintenance-free lubrication oil is located in the 
capsule of the compressor. This oil can get through the 
closed pipe system during slanting transport. Before 
connecting the appliance to the power supply you have 
to wait 2 hours (Fig. 8.5) so that the oil runs back into 
the capsule.

8.8 Electrical connection
Before each connection check if:

Power supply, socket and fusing are appropriate to the rating plate.
The power socket is earthed and no multi-plug or extension. 
The power plug and socket are strictly according.

Connect the plug to a properly installed household socket.

8.4

2 h

8.5



Before connecting the appliance to the power supply you should check, whether the door 
swing must changed from right (as delivered) to left, if this is required by the installation 
location and the usability.

1. Provide necessary tool.
2. Unplug the appliance. 

3. Open the upper and lower handle covers on the left 
side of the door.

4. Pry the white slider slightly.

5. Take out the 2 push rod, and put the handle cover 
back on.

6. Remove the 2 rubber plugs on the right side of the 
door and put it with the removed push rods for step  
20.

7. Remove 7 screws and hinge cover. Be careful not 
to tear the door cable .

8.

 

Unplug the connection cable. 

9. Remove 3 hinge screws and the right upper hinge, 
and remove the door carefully.

10. Place a cardboard box or cloth under the door and place
the door horizontally. Remove the left door end cover, 
take the right end cover from the accessory bag. Install 
it on the top right side of the door.  

Assembly steps (Fig. 8.6): 1 2 8.6

10

3 4

65

7

11. Remove 2 screws on the left bottom of the door. Re
-move 2 screws, door stopper and axe cover on the 
right bottom of the door.

12.Take door stopper from last step and the left axe 

Fix 2 screws also on the other side of the door.
13. Put the back of the cabinet down after placing thicker 

pads on the ground. Remove 4 screws and  the
lower hinge.

14. Unscrew the axe cover.

13

11 12

14
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   8.9 Door Reversibility 



15. Take the left axe cover from the accessory bag. 
Fix it with screw .

16. Exchange position of caster plate and lower hinge 
after replacement.

17. Disassemble the right small hinge cover and hinge  
lid from the hinge cover.

18. Change the hinge lid to the other side. Take the  
left small hinge cover from the accessory bag. 
Install it on the hinge cover. 

21. Finished. 

1817

19

16
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19. Mount the door, install the left hinge, plug the con-

20. Install the removed push rod on the right side of 
 the door, and then insert the rubber plugs into 
handle push rod hole on the left side of the door. 



Trade mark Haier

HRF505VW/HRF505VS

Category of the model Fridge

3.5 star

Product group 1

Storage volume cooling (L)

not applicableStorage volume freezing (L) ****

463

Temperature of other compartments > 14 °C not applicable

Frostfree system yes

Climate class 
This appliance is intended to be used at an am
bient temperature between 18 °C and 43 °C.

T

Construction type freestanding

Voltage / Frequency 220-240V ~/ 50Hz

Rated Current (A) 0.8

Coolant R600a

Dimensions  (H/W/D in cm) 172,5/70,5/69,1

27
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